Wenger Debuts 2012 Watch Line at
Baselworld Fair
Basel, Switzerland – March 8, 2012 - Wenger, maker of the Genuine Swiss Army Knife, proudly
announces the launch of its 2012 watch line at the Baselworld Fair. Staying true to the company’s
core values of exceptional functionality and Swiss craftsmanship, the new line is accented with a blend
of aesthetically pleasing elements that make each watch not only a great looking accessory, but also a
highly functional timepiece. One of Wenger’s most diverse and impressive collections, the 2012 line
boasts several new additions which include: the Sea Force family, a line of dive watches offering both
men’s and women’s models, the redesigned Terragraph Series, a classic military-inspired collection
complete with updated aesthetics, and a limited edition member of the Squadron family known as the
Squadron Rescue Chrono. Each new collection offers a wide variety of timepieces that do more than
just tell time.
LIMITED EDITION SQUADRON RESCUE CHRONO
Fresh off a very successful launch in 2011, the popular Squadron
Series has expanded with three new models including a Limited Edition
Squadron Rescue Chrono. This meticulously detailed timepiece,
dedicated to the search and rescue pilots worldwide, offers multiple
features such as a 12-hour chronograph that measures elapsed hours,
minutes and seconds, luminous hands, sapphire crystal and waterresistance up to 100m (330 ft.). With a black PVD-coated stainless
steel case crafted to excel in the most extreme conditions, the Squadron
Rescue is well-equipped to handle any task while still preserving an
overall sophisticated look. Bright, bold and unmistakable, the Squadron Rescue set will no doubt
command attention with the option of a high-visibility orange or stealthy black silicone strap with
orange dial, hands, pusher ring and bezel marker accents. The Limited Edition Squadron Rescue
Chrono Set, complete with a special edition Blackout RangerGrip Swiss Army Knife all packaged in a
multi-use black neoprene laptop case, is a great choice for those looking to complement their wardrobe
with a rugged, versatile and unique timepiece. The Squadron Rescue Chrono Set has an MSRP of
$695.

Additionally, Wenger has incorporated two new
color and styling combinations to the Squadron
Series for added appeal. The Squadron Series now
offers the option of a brown leather croco printed
strap with an antique copper dial or a brown
leather strap with a sleek black dial. Both new
models feature a sapphire crystal, date display,
100m
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unidirectional rotating bezel, allowing the wearer to
gauge elapsed time or make the next change of heading to wherever their next mission takes them.
MSRP range of $495 - $595.

SEA FORCE
Wenger’s reputation for creating high quality Swissmade dive watches continues with great promise as
they introduce seven new men’s and four new ladies
models at the Baselworld Fair. A new collection,
known as Sea Force, incorporates all of the features
one would expect to find on high quality dive watches
from the Maker of the Genuine Swiss Army Knife
including luminous hands, numerals and markers,
including one at the zero position on the unidirectional rotating bezel. With all eight models priced
under $325, the Wenger Sea Force collection offers a rare combination of quality Swiss
craftsmanship and attractive price points. Complete with Swiss quartz movement, sapphire crystal,
knurled screw down crown, date display and a 43mm stainless steel case with screw-on back to ensure
water-resistance to 200m (660 ft.), the Sea Force Series demonstrates a perfect blend of durability,
functionality and style. A true symbol of Swiss
craftsmanship and brand-appropriate design, this
new dive series showcases Wenger’s creative use of
accent coloring on the silicone straps, as well as on
the inner and outer bezels. The Sea Force collection
is available with a stainless steel bracelet with
diver’s buckle and safety clasp or a silicone rubber
strap.

The Sea Force Series also
sports several models for the
active woman in 22mm
cases. The ladies line
features the same great
Swiss craftsmanship as the
men’s with Swiss quartz
movement, sapphire crystal,
screw-down crown, a unidirectional rotating bezel with luminous marker at zero position, and date
display. The ladies watches come in a variety of colors and styles with an array of striking bezel and
stitching accents and the option of a silicone strap or a stainless steel bracelet. The Sea Force series
has an MSRP range of $250 - $325.

TERRAGRAPH SERIES
The Terragraph line, which has upheld Wenger’s tradition of fine craftsmanship since 1994, gets a
redesign for 2012. This classic military-inspired officer’s watch is adapting to the everyday battlefield,
with six new men’s models and four ladies models. The Terragraph line-up is stronger than ever with a
variety of smartly-colored dials which fuse elements of fashion with functionality. Equally as tough as
they are attractive, the Terragraph collection is complete with virtually scratch-proof sapphire crystals
and several
models are
equipped with a
black or
gunmetal PVD
coated cases for
added durability.
With Swiss
quartz
movement, water resistance up to 100m (330 ft.), luminous hands and numerals in addition to
sapphire crystals, this line is a classic example of fine Swiss craftsmanship. The substantial 43mm
men’s field watch stands bold and brazen while the 34mm ladies watch offers sleek sophistication.
Completed with leather straps, the Terragraph series has an MSRP range of $225 - $250.

TERRAGRAPH LADIES
Sporting a sharp, contemporary design and a trusted Swiss
quartz movement, the Ladies Terragraph series is a valuable
instrument for any fashionable woman. The ladies Terragraph
collection incorporates several key features including luminous
hands, sapphire crystal and water resistance up to 100m (330
ft.) Available in a sleek black or aubergine leather strap the
ladies Terragraph collection has an MSRP of $225.
Also new to the ladies line is a multi-functional set which allows for a quick and easy strap change,
making this attractive timepiece an unending source of style. The set comes with a single beautifully
crafted silver dial with a 34mm stainless steel case with a screw-on back to ensure water-resistance as
well as four croco printed, genuine leather straps in black, white, aubergine and coffee with sliding
spring bars for easy strap changing. The Terragraph Ladies Set has an MSRP of $295.

About Wenger
Wenger is the exclusive United States and Caribbean marketer of Wenger Genuine Swiss Army Knives(tm),
Wenger Swiss Watches(tm) and Wenger Swiss Military(tm) Watches. The Wenger name is a trusted brand
known for its innovation, expert craftsmanship and precision. The company's web site is www.WengerNA.com.

About Wenger SA
Wenger was founded in 1893, in the Delémont, located in the famous Swiss Jura region. It has developed around
a passion for innovation, precision and expert craftsmanship and is best known as the maker of the genuine Swiss

Army knife. Today, the company produces approximately 250 styles of their famous pocketknives, as well as
butcher’s and professional catering knives known the world over. In 1988, Wenger entered the watch market and
in 1997, Wenger Watch SA was founded in the hotbed for Swiss watches, Biel/Bienne, Switzerland. During those
24 years, Wenger Swiss watches have developed a reputation for reliability, multi-functionality and performance.
Since 2000, Wenger has established relationships with a small number of industry leaders who began
manufacturing Wenger-branded products that embody the characteristics of the world famous Swiss Army knife
in the footwear, tent, backpack, sleeping bag, computer mobility and travel gear categories.
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